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From the ashes of the 2003-2004 THEORY6 team, is born a new era of youth
robotics.  With the assistance of General Motors Canada, the Rick Hansen SS team
had outstanding successes as rookies in the FIRST competition.  The inspiring
accomplishments achieved by the previous team have motivated numerous others

to follow in their footsteps and meet the challenge of FIRST Robotics.  Although
many of the former members have graduated, they remain as THEORY6’s pioneers
and their contributions are immortalized.

As the second generation of FIRST enthusiasts, we hope to evolve into a

team that is more gregarious, more innovative and more passionate than ever to
prove that we are rightfully the new bearers of THEORY6’s flame. If for any reason
we may be unsuccessful in the competition this year, our ideal goal would be met
if we establish a trail for the next team to follow.

“THE END IS JUST THE BEGINNING”

INTRODUCTION



“To resourcefully epitomize the ideals of FIRST,
while demonstrating gracious professionalism

and well-organized teamwork.”
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TEAM MISSION STATEMENT



The creation of Team 1241, THEORY6, began as an initiative between Rick Hansen

Secondary School and General Motor’s of Canada.  What sparked this partnership soon burned

ablaze as the creation of 1241 quickly became Rick Hansen Secondary School’s largest endeavour.

 The idea of a robotics team instantly ignited the passion of students throughout the school

who were interested in the fields of science and technology.  Students ranging from all grades

were eager to participate in the demanding challenges ahead of them.  However, the FIRST

robotics competition was almost unheard of among the school.  The 2004 Edubot competition

provided us with a sample of what the main competition would actually entail.  With careful

brainstorming and building, we began to establish ourselves within the FIRST community by

becoming Beta Bot finalists.  Armed with this sense of success the team then focussed all their

efforts towards the main robot.  Through the aid of countless late night sessions, and the

mentorship provided by General Motors, this rookie team was going to take the FIRST community

by surprise.  THEORY6 was going to partake in all aspects of this competition; from building a

website, to animation, to billeting a team from Vancouver, team 1241 tried to do it all.  At our

first regional competition in Michigan, our team preformed beyond expectations winning three

major awards for a rookie team: Rookie Inspiration Award, Top-Seeded Rookie, and the coveted

Rookie All-Star award.  By winning the Rookie All-Star, team 1241 secured a position for themselves at the Atlanta championships.

The team continued their success at the Canadian Regionals winning yet another Rookie All-Star award as well as the Daimler Chrysler

Team Spirit Award.  At last, 1241 arrived at the Championships in Atlanta.  In their rookie year, team 1241 had set a new intensity for

rookie teams proving to be a worthy competitor at the championships.  THEORY6 was able to become a divisional finalist, and in the

end obtained the championship Daimler Chrysler Team Spirit Award.  Team 1241 was consistently praised numerously for their innovative

yet simplistic robot as well as their effective strategies.  As the season was coming to a close, the year was topped off with a successful

run winning the Wonderland Exhibitional Tournament.  From what began as a simple proposal, an entire team had blossomed truly

spreading the spirit of FIRST within the school of Rick Hansen.  THEORY6 truly exemplified the ideals of FIRST in how such a competition

could inspire students in science and technology.

TEAM HISTORY
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TEAM AWARDS

FIRST Awards 2003 - 2004

FIRST PEER AWARDS 2003 - 2004

1. Heroes of Tomorrow- Best Ball Handler,
Best Rookie

2. Team #100 - MVP award
3. Foley Robotics Rocks - Rookie of the year
4. Frog Force Team 503 - Coolest Mechanism
5. TNT Team 280 - Most Amazing Design 

Award
6. Rogers High School - It’s All Good Award
7. Team 65 - Best Human Player

8. Team Rush - Most Personal Foe Award
9. Team 60 - Diamond in the Rough Award
10. Truck Town Thunder - Best Rookie Award
11. Tech crew- Most Innovative Strategy
12. Team 772- Best Spirit Award, Best 

Website Award
13. Techno Kats- “Everyone Better Watch Out

Award”

GREAT LAKES REGIONAL - YPSILANTI

CANADIAN REGIONAL - MISSISSAUGA

CHAMPIONSHIP - ATLANTA

OFFSEASON CANADA’S WONDERLAND

Rookie Inspiration Award

Highest Rookie Seed Award
Rookie All-Star Award

Rookie All-Star Award
Daimler Chrysler Spirit Award

Daimler Chrysler Team Spirit Award

Regional Champions
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The FIRST robotics competition is a multinational event that is one of the most compelling
and exciting experiences for all its participants.  For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology, the acronym of FIRST represents one of the main ideals of this competition: "...to create
a world where science and technology are celebrated... where young people dream of becoming
science and technology heroes...”. (Dean Kamen)   Founded in 1989 to inspire a greater appreciation
for science in technology in young people, Dean Kamen the founder of FIRST has stretched his
dream further than anyone could have imagined.  This competition thrusts different high school
teams to solve an engineering design problem through an innovative and competitive approach.

With the sponsorship of local companies and others within their community,
these high school students construct and test a robot that is capable of performing a particular task specified
for each season.  These competitions are extremely high-spirited, as team mates endure real-world experiences
including deadlines, schedules, and mentoring.  With this understanding, students are able to build their self-
confidence and skills that will last a lifetime.  This non-profit organization, is steadily transforming society,
making science and technology as popular as sports are today. In 2004 the competition will reach more than
20,000 students on over 900 teams in 27 competitions. Teams come from Canada, Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico,
Great Britain, and almost every U.S. state. The competitions are high-tech spectator sporting events, the
result of lots of focused brainstorming, real-world teamwork, dedicated mentoring, project timelines, and
deadlines.

WHAT IS FIRST & CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Colleges, universities, corporations, businesses, and individuals provide scholarships to our participants. Involved engineers experience
again many of the reasons they chose engineering as a profession, and the companies they work for contribute to the community while
they prepare and create their future workforce. The competition shows students that the technological fields hold many opportunities
and that the basic concepts of science, math, engineering, and invention are exciting and interesting. One such scholarship is the
University of Waterloo Departments of Mechanical and Electrical & Computer Engineering, one $CDN 5,000 renewable entrance scholarship.
The scholarship is to recognize and reward students whose experience with FIRST has inspired an interest in pursuing an engineering
education. Like this scholarship there are 100’s more offered throughout the United States.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES / SCHOLARSHIPS

Dean Kamen
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Teamwork:  FIRST Robotics is a competition based on teamwork and co-operation that is illustrated
through how well students, mentors and teachers bond together.  The collaboration between members
is the foundation of THEORY6 and allows us to share knowledge, ideas, and solve problems.  But most
importantly, teamwork catalyzes our learning experience in the fields of science and technology.
Leadership:  In every ideal team a leader shines brightly, inspiring others and acting as a role model
for each student.  In our team everyone is a leader, we all look to each other for inspiration, we share
equal respect and all of us characterize the values of FIRST and beyond.
Gracious Professionalism:  When you are a team in the FIRST Competition you are expected to exude
gracious professionalism just as highly as building an amazing robot.  It is every team members’
responsibility to act professionally to other team members, within the team, and to people in other FIRST
teams.  Gracious professionalism is regarded as, giving generously without anything in return, it is when
you sacrif ice materials or ideas for the benefi t of  others, it is the spiri t of FIRST.
Safety:  Safety is key to a successful working environment.  Our team takes pride in practicing safe
work habits and keeping ourselves protected at all times when operating machinery.  By learning and
exercising safety in the robotics team, we can apply these skills in our homes and the workplace.
Integrity:  Integrity is the ability to show honesty, commitment and dedication towards the team.  We
deal directly with each other and when in a state of troubleshooting, we attack the problem and not the
person.  We make commitments and we keep to them.  We are dedicated to our job, our role and our
responsibility to the team.  Ultimately, we rely on each other for success in reaching a common goal;
thus our integrity reflects our positive attitudes to every team member.

FIRST Values:

Co-opetition:  Every team in FIRST is obligated to be competitive and strive for general success.  FIRST
also advocates cooperation between competing teams, known as co-opetition.  We at Rick Hansen make
it a point to aid any and every individual or team that requires our assistance.  A win in the FIRST
competition would be meaningless to us if we did not participate with the value of co-opetition. 
Inspiration:  The mission statement of FIRST is to educate youth in science and technology with a fun
and exciting approach.  The THEORY6 team makes every effort to spread and inspire others with the
spirit of FIRST.  In all, our dream is to have an innumerable amount of teams competing in the FIRST
competition and with every drop of energy we spend bringing others into believing the FIRST doctrine
we come closer to our goal.

TEAM VALUES



TEAM REGULATIONS
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As  mature high school students students should not need to be told or reminded of what is expected and what will not be
tolerated.  However, some rules are listed below as a reminder:

Assigned tasks are to be completed by an absolute deadline:  If for any reason you cannot perform the task it is your duty to find
another   individual to finish it for you or another way to hand in the assignment. If one person does not hand in an assigned task then
the whole team falls behind. For example the fundraising quota of $300 must be met by Tier 1 students and a $50 entrance fee must be
paid by all students by December 2, 2004.

Attendance and Punctuality: As a member of the Rick Hansen robotics team you are expected to attend all designated meetings and
refrain from tardiness.  Your attendance is a direct reflection of your commitment and reliability as a person and a teammate.  Please
practice good attendance and punctuality to earn the respect of your peers and for the sake of your future.

Consistent Demonstration of Good Judgment and Positive Behavior:  Every Theory6 member should be proud of their school
and their teammates.  Under no circumstances are any students allowed to express negative attitude and behavior.  A constant
display of spirit and optimism is required from all Theory6 students at all meetings and outings.

Commitment:  No matter how daunting a task may be, it is your obligation to complete the assignment with effort and quality.
Remember the team is counting on you to complete your designated duties!  If you do not accomplish your goals you will hinder
the team’s performance; this is an act that is unacceptable.

Demonstration of Honesty and Integrity:  Honesty and integrity are looked upon as important attributes of a quality person.

Time to Spend on Activities:  This activity requires many hours of a student’s free time. Careful planning and scheduling may be
required to stay actively involved. In some cases, choices as to remaining in other activities may need to be made.

Inappropriate Behaviors:  Any physical, verbal or oral inappropriate behavior that is performed by any student will subsequent
in severe punishment and possible removal from the team.  No such immature, childish behavior will be tolerated within the Theory6
team.  In addition, utmost respect must be given to all mentors and teachers.  Remember these people are graciously spending their
precious time for our benefit, any discourtesy will not be accepted.

Competitions / Field trips:  As a representative of Rick Hansen you are expected to act as a role model on any school trips or
competitions.  Learn to express gracious professionalism on or off the competition arena. Students should refrain from rumors, and
negative comments about one another or other teams.



TEAM HIERARCHY CHART

CAD/Photography

Chairman’s

Electrical

Management

Fabrication

Programming
Controls

Website

Teacher / Mentor - Smith | Captain: Tasneem Hasan

Teacher / Mentor - B North | Captains: Dennis Lau, Linda Liu

Teacher / Mentor - B North | Captain: Byung-Ki Kim

Teacher / Mentor - J Mclean | Captain: Saluka Amarasinghe

Teacher / Mentor - R Bonafede | Captain: Shahzil Rana

Teacher / Mentor - J Hobbins | Captain: Simon Whitmell
         Agnes Wong

Teacher / Mentor - R Bonafede | Captain: Vivek Trehan

FIRST Lego League Teacher / Mentor - B North | Captain: Kevin Troung
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TEAM LIST

Dennis Lau

Linda Liu

Wilfred Dang

Raja Ravi

MaysamKhalfan

Jane Wang

Kevin Troung

Stephan Sing

Kim Byung-Ki

Amit Tandon

Amy Lo

Kevin Wang

Saluka Amarasinghe

Rohan Nadkarni

Anthony Chintaman

Ali Asgar Adil

Simon Whitmell

Agnes Wong

Aravind Ramanathan

Ashish Bidadi

Amaar Esmailjee

Kartik Iyer

Phecda Louie

Sunjit Sodhi

Brendan White

Ned Beslagic

Amanda Chan

Aggie Lo

Tasneem Hasan

Farooq Sani

Azhar Ahmed

Kevin Li

Shahzil Rana

Syed Zain Ali

Vivek Trehan

Mike Lat

Rasikh Arshad

Zain Masood

Siddharth Prabhulawande

David Chen

Rabia Aslam

Bashir Ahmed

Azeem Arshad

Shaheen Minhas

Tim Wharton

Tim Liu

Muhamet Collaku

Bill He

Jeremy Clark

Danny Shiwnarian

Utsav Sanduja

Zane Qureshi

Aziz Qureshi

Abi Malhotra

Anderson Yan

Salah Haque

Utsav Sanduja

Benham Amirghassemi

Azhar Ali Ahmed

Praveer Sidhu

Deep Patel

Matthew Rulli

Albert Kim

Hedra Ewida

Raymond Patel

Ali Huda

Zaman Alli

Ashish Madmukar

Luke Han

Jeremy Ali

Yagyeh Gupta

Responsibilities Responsibilities
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• The forefront of the team
• Carries the most responsibilities and is
   obligated to perform.
• Must fundraise the required amount
   and attend all meetings
• Currently 33 members

              • The backbone of the team
               • Performs various duties that is significant

       to the success of the team.
              • Is called upon when needed
              • Currently 37 members



SUBTEAMS

CAD/Photography

Tasneem Hasan

Farooq Sani

Azhar Ahmed

Kevin Li

Luke Han

Jeremy Ali

Yagyeh Gupta

zainabhassan52@hotmail.com

farooqzgr8@hotmail.com

ali1156@hotmail.com

azn_carjacker@hotmail.com

azntron@hotmail.com

dj_jemini@hotmail.com

yagyeshgupta@hotmail.com
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The CAD/Photography team is headed by Tasneem Hasan and is formed by a combination of
AUTOCAD and photography experts.  These members of the team carry the responsibility of
creating all the AUTOCAD designs for every individual part of the robot.  These designs will
act as blueprints for the fabrication and electrical team to follow during the build season. Their
contribution is essential because their illustrations create organization between the seperate
build teams.
The photography portion of the team are the artists that take candid snapshots of our team’s
most memorable highlights and enhance the team’s experience by keeping a video log of our
greatest achievements and our most comedic moments.

GOAL:

• To create AUTOCAD designs for the fabrication and electrical teams to follow and to record
team’s highlights.



Chairman’s

Dennis Lau

Linda Liu

Wilfred Dang

Raja Ravi

Maysam Khalfan

Jane Wang

Kevin Troung

Stephan Sing

Zain Masood

Siddharth Prabhulawande

David Chen

cartmanlau@hotmail.com

linda_liu1215@hotmail.com

wilfred_dang@hotmail.com

rajcool13@hotmail.com

maysam@rogers.com

floating_on_cloud269@hotmail.com

hellshadow13@hotmail.com

stefan.sing@rogers.com

m.zain.m@gmail.com

siddharthlawande@hotmail.com

SUBTEAMS
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The spirit of FIRST is a term often heard associated with the FIRST robotics competition and it’s most prestigious award, The Chairman’s
Award.  This “spirit” refers to the appreciation of science and technology and how we as a society are able to spread its acceptance in
a world that deems it unimportant.  The Chairman’s Award Team is driven by this outlook embracing goals that correspond with FIRST’s
foremost ambition; to impact the lives of people creating a greater appreciation and awareness for science and technology.  The
Chairman’s Award Team embodies the spirit of FIRST as their objective is to devise a ranging assortment of methods in which the team
is able to proliferate FIRST ideals.  From mentoring other teams, to promoting FIRST within our community, the Chairman’s Award Team
has many diverse tasks to undertake.  As this is a newly created team in our second year participating in the FIRST robotics competition,
the Chairman’s Award Team has much to learn and accomplish, with an extremely short amount of time to do it.  The task is difficult,
and though inexperienced, the Rick Hansen Chairman’s Award Team will engage fully prepared to be a tough and determined competitor
in this years FIRST robotics competition.

GOAL:

• To create and organize events that would help the team win a Chairmans Award a FRC.



Electrical

Shahzil Rana

Syed Zain Ali

Abi Malhotra

Anderson Yan

Salah Haque

Utsav Sanduja

Benham Amirghassemi

Azhar Ali Ahmed

shahzil_r87@hotmail.com

s_zainali01@hotmail.com

itsmemanu2003@hotmail.com

anderson@gmail.com

matrix_spiderman@hotmail.com

bendoverr@hotmail.com

ali1156@hotmail.com

SUBTEAMS
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The electrical team may be a small team but is an integral part of theory 6 robotics. We
build several electrical circuits in attempt to educate ourselves and determine which circuits
are useful in improving the robot. Our circuits are based on size, efficiency, and functionality.
We have to ensure that the circuits are not adding extra weight to the robot. It is extremely
important that our circuits are built in a neat and proper manner providing the robot with the
proper functions. Without the electricity or ‘juice’ as we like to call it, the robot will not perform.
Our main projects include relays, speed controllers and the motors.  Understanding the different
components of the drive train such as the relays and speed controllers allow us to know how
to troubleshoot the robot. Understanding other electrical systems, such as the infra red system,
will allow us to create a robot that will be able to perform more complicated tasks. We are
constantly working together with the programming team and most of the work we do is
interrelated. During the time of the competition the electrical tean checks the robot and
prepares it for a match. If a problem occurs right before a match, the team relies on our
ability to troubleshoot and fix that problem.

GOALS:

• To create an infrared sensor that counts the number rotations (RPM) per wheel allowing for more precise
movement during autonomous mode.

• Learn the different components of the robot such as the motors, relays and speed controllers.



Management

Kim Byung-Ki

Amit Tandon

Amy Lo

Kevin Wang

Rabia Aslam

Bashir Ahmed

Azeem Arshad

Shaheen Minhas

b_kim2004@yahoo.com

a_tandon77@hotmail.com

ah_may_ah@hotmail.com

xinwang3@hotmail.com

rabii99@hotmail.com

bashirahmed@hotmail.com

tru.playa@gmail.com

eagle_minhas@hotmail.com

SUBTEAMS
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The management Team is led by ByungKi (BK) Kim and is mentored by the non-robot team
coordinator Brad North. The team consists of students from all grades, and is responsible
for fundraising, event coordinating and other managing duties over the season. Other
responsibilities include making sure all work gets done on time, team information gets
processed and everything runs smoothly. It is this team’s job to organize all activities and
communicate with other parts of the team at all times. The team is also incharge of outer
robotics activities such as community events, food preparation, school broadcasts, First Lego
League organization, sponsorships, other financial inquiries and equipment such as uniforms,
gifts, stationery and competition media.

GOALS:

• To create an efficient and smooth running team.

• To make sure that all team issues get sorted out at an early stage.

• To create a easily accessible working environment for the rest of the team.

• To provide services for the team.

• To effectivley organize all team events, celebrations and competitions.



Fabrication

Simon Whitmell

Agnes Wong

Aravind Ramanathan

Ashish Bidadi

Ammaar Esmailjee

Kartik Iyer

Phecda Louie

Sunjit Sodhi

Brendan White

Ned Beslagic

Amanda Chan

Aggie Lo

Jeremy Clark

Danny Shiwnarian

Utsav Sanduja

Zane Qureshi

Aziz Qureshi

SUBTEAMS

psiman21@hotmail.com

precious.taebin@gmail.com

nickel_back_98@hotmail.com

ashbidadi@hotmail.com

ammaar@rogers.com

linkin_eminem_duelist@hotmail.com

killkool@hotmail.com

sunjitrocks@hotmail.com

chan_rules@hotmail.com

twins_forever28@hotmail.com

jeremybclark@hotmail.com

dan_s@hotmail.com

zane002@hotmail.com

aziz_quereshizool@hotmail.com
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The fabrication team is responsible for the production of the actual robot. We make it possible for the robot to do all the things it needs
to be successful in the competition. This year we hope to improve significantly on last year’s design by producing several parts of the
robot in advance of the announcement of the actual competition challenge. We will utilize the tools provided to us in the metal shop
to custom make all of the parts which will eventually come together to make the completed robot. Under the supervision and guidance
of Mr. Hobbins, the fabrication team hopes to have the robot in working order in a fraction of the time that it took last year. By the
time the competition build season begins, we hope to already have the robot’s drive system complete. We also plan to have a practice
robot operating by the time the build season begins. Once the build season begins, we will be busy creating the robot so that we can
begin testing it. Towards the end of the build season, our focus will shift towards tweaking the robot and making it work better. By
the time the build season is over, we hope to have completed a top-notch robot, with time to spare.



Programming

SUBTEAMS

Vivek Trehan

Mike Lat

Rasikh Arshad

Hedra Ewida

Raymond Patel

Ali Huda

Zaman Alli

Ashish Madmukar

trehan_vivek@yahoo.com

webmaster@staredit.net

rashikarshad@hotmail.com

hedra00000@hotmail.com

dark.shadow15@gmail.com

alihuda@gmail.com

zigger23@gmail.com

ashish_madmukar@hotmail.com
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The THEORY6 Programming Team is headed by Vivek Trehan and consists of students who
excel in using the C programming language.  They are a diverse set of students, who challenge
themselves with innovative thinking and problem solving tasks.  These students are a vital
part of the teams strategy, especially in planning the robot’s autonomous mode, which will
be used during the competitions. The programming team has to work hand in hand with the
fbarication and electrical teams so the autonomous programs run efficiently and precisely.
The programming team is also called upon to create scoting databases or web prorgamming
for the website team. All members of the team are skilled in more than one scripting language,
where the languages range from PHP, Java, Visual Basic, C and Assembler.

GOALS

• The programming team goal is to create a bug-free and seamlessly integrated program code,
that will allow the robot to perform a certain autonomous function 100%



Website

SUBTEAMS

Saluka Amarasinghe

Rohan Nadkarni

Anthony Chintaman

Ali Asgar Adil

Tim Wharton

Tim Liu

Muhamet Collaku

Bill He

saluka@gmail.com

nadkarni_rohan@hotmail.com

tonytouch1014@gmail.com

ali_asgar_adil@yahoo.com

the_sky_hawk@hotmail.com

timtgliu@gmail.com

muhametc@hotmail.com

billhe1989@hotmail.com

The website sub-team is the voice and appearance of THEORY6, to teams and individuals
who haven’t met us in person at competitions or otherwise. The website team is led by
Saluka Amarasinghe and mentored by John Mclean. This subteam consists of students
from grades 9 to 12 who demonstrate creativity and imagination. The sub-team is
responsible for creating and updating the website as well as promoting the team name
through uniform and print publications such as the Chairmans Award and this Team
Handbook. The team goal is to create a visually appealing and informative website using
the guildines laid out by FIRST. To accomplish our goal the sub-team uses software such
as Macromedia Dreamweaver 4, Macromedia Flash MX, Macromedia Freehand 10, 3D
Studio Max 6 and Adobe Photoshop 6.

GOALS:

• To create a visually appealin g online resource to the rest of the FIRST community on
behalf of the Theory6 team.
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“This site [theory6] is amazing! This is definitely the best team site I've
seen so far. You obviously put a lot of time into making it. Good job!”

- Chiefdelphi.com



TEAM CALENDAR

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

Team Social
(3 - 6 PM)

FLL
Regionals

(At Greenwood
College)

FLL
Regionals

(At St. Mildreds
 Lightbourn

School)

Report Cards
Issued!

Half Day!
(All Meetings
Cancelled!)

University
Information

Session
(For Grade 12s

Only!)

College
Information

Session
(For Grade 12s

Only!)

Math Contest

Term Two
Begins!

Parents’
Night

Tier 1 Form
Package Due!

Remembrance
Day

Thanksgiving
(USA)



SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

TEAM CALENDAR

31

Last Day of
School Before
Winter Break!

Grad Photos
Begin

(Ends Dec. 17)

FIRST
Workshops

(4 - 9 PM)

Summative Week #1

W I N T E R    B R E A KW I N T E R    B R E A K

Fundraising
Due!



TEAM CALENDAR

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

Classes
Resume

Grade 9
Numeracy

Assessment

Grade 9
Numeracy

Assessment

Grade 8
Parents’ Night

Summative Week #2

C a l m   W e e kC a l m   W e e k

Ontario
Science Centre

(KICKOFF!!)

Last Day of
Classes

EXAMS
BEGIN!!



TEAM CALENDAR

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28

Semester Two
Begins!

EXAMS END!!

Semi-Formal

Option Sheets
Due

Assessment,
Early Release

Day!
Robot

Packaged!

Turnaround
Day!

27 28



TEAM CALENDAR

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

M  A  R  C  H B  R  E  A  K  !

Good Friday!

Easter
Monday!

Grade 9
Practice

Literacy Test!

Literacy, Early
Release Day!

FRC
WATERLOO!

FRC
WATERLOO!

FRC
WATERLOO!

FRC
GREATER
TORONTO
REGIONAL



SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28

TEAM CALENDAR

29 30
E D U C A T I O N W E E K

Term 2
Begins!

Report Cards
Distributed!

Showcase of
Excellence

Parents’
Night

FRC
GREATER
TORONTO
REGIONAL

ATLANTA

CHAMPIONSHIPS

FRC
GREATER
TORONTO
REGIONAL

LEAVE FOR
ATLANTA

CHAMPIONSHIPS

RETURN
FROM

ATLANTA

CHAMPIONSHIPS
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GM MENTORS & TEACHERS

Finally we would like to thank the teachers for introducing FIRST to Rick Hansen and organizing, as well
as executing most if not all of the daunting tasks that we as students cannot complete without adult
supervision.  We are grateful for all the extra time they voluntarily put into this team and without them
Theory6 would have never existed.

General Motors Canada is a major team sponsor that not only provides the team with key funding, but
exceptional mentors that excel in various aspects of the robotics, science and technology field.  With
patience and care these mentors have slowly moulded the Rick Hansen robotics team into a knowledgeable
group with technological skills.  Their endless support and assistance is essential in the success of the
Theory6 team.

Anthony Sabapathy
Designing Engineer
Email: anthony.sabapathy@gm.com

Rejeanne Aimey
Computer Aided Engineering
Email: rejeanne.aimey@gm.com

Michael Polera
Mechanical Engineer
Email: michael.polera@gm.com

Robert Tsang
Vehicle Software Integration Engineer
Email: robert.tsang@gm.com

Hardeep Hunjan
Motor Selection+ Mobility Design
Email: hardeep.hunjan@gm.com

Gersham Denton
Design Lead Technical
Email: gersham.denton@gm.com

Brad North
Non - Robot Side Coordinator

John Hobbins
Robot Side Coordinator

Richard Bonafede
Electrical Coordinator

John Mclean
Website Coordinator

Layfield
Construction Coordinator

Ralph Hoffman
Fabrication Coordinator

David Smith
Photography Coordinator

Mary Wood
Team Fundrasing

Michelle Kernan
Team Managment

Marc Cianfrini
Vice Principal / Acting
Principal

Other Teachers of various
Rick Hansen Secondary
Depeartments, library and
secretarial staff:

N. Phillips
M Patille
M Shapka
A Crymble
M. Zammitt
S Svatos
L Davidson
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Theory6, Team 1241 c/o
Rick Hansen Secondary School

1150 Dreamcrest Rd
Mississauga, ON.

L5V 1N6
905-567-4260

brad.north@peelsb.com
john.hobbins@peelsb.com
webmaster@theory6.org

www.theory6.org



“Never forget the power of the dream.”
Rick Hansen, Man in Motion
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